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Natural Viscosupplementation



In healthy people synovial fluid is the lubricant of most joints such as the knee and the hip. One of the most 

important components of the synovial fluid is Hyaluronic Acid (HA) in the form of sodium hyaluronate.  

Hyaluronic Acid is a natural material found in the human synovial where it is synthesized in the synovial tissue  

and extruded into the synovial fluid where it accumulates on the cartilage and ligament surfaces. The presence 

of the viscoelastic Hyaluronic Acid in the joint provides protection, lubrication and mechanical stability to the 

collagen network. Hyaluronic Acid protects the articular cartilage cells from biomechanical wear and tear and 

shields the pain receptors from irritation.1-5,13

Osteoarthritis 
Osteoarthritis is a non-inflammatory progressive  

disorder affecting moveable joints, in particular  

weight-bearing joints such as the knee and hip. 

Osteoarthritis causes alterations  
of the synovial fluid: 
• Reduction of the viscoelasticity 

• Decrease in Hyaluronic Acid concentration 

• Decrease in the average molecular weight  

of the Hyaluronic Acid molecules 

• Reduction in the interaction of Hyaluronic  

Acid molecules

These changes result in disruption of the collagen network and sensitization of the pain receptors  

in the joint capsule.1,14,16

Natural Supplementation
Supplementation of the natural synovial fluid with Fermathron Viscosupplement restores and augments  

the natural properties of the synovial compartment.16 Intra-articular injection with the natural, viscoelastic 

material Hyaluronic Acid has been shown in clinical studies15-20,22 to be an effective therapy for reducing pain  

and increasing mobility in this debilitating condition. Patients receiving Hyaluronic Acid injections have been 

shown to receive a total knee replacement later than those who haven’t.21

• Natural, biocompatible material 

• For the relief of pain and stiffness of the knee, hip, shoulder and ankle  
joints in patients with mild to moderate osteoarthritis resulting from  
degenerative and traumatic changes to the synovial joint

• Increasing mobility 

• Ease of application 

• By intra-articular injection

Natural Viscosupplementation
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Freedom to remain active



Fermathron Viscosupplement 
replaces degraded natural 
Hyaluronic Acid in patients 
with mild to moderate 
osteoarthritis that have 
painful or stiff joints.

How does Fermathron work?



Fermathron products are viscosupplements composed of ultra pure sodium hyaluronate indicated for the relief  

of pain and stiffness of the knee, hip, ankle and shoulder synovial joints by providing support and lubrication.

Mechanical properties 
One of the essential properties of Hyaluronic Acid and Hyaluronic Acid solutions is its adaptive behavior to  

the needs of the joint. Hyaluronic Acid solutions can serve as effective lubricants when movements are slow  

and as shock absorbers when movements are fast.2,13

This behavior is due to the fact that the molecule, which is highly folded at rest, begins to unfold as shear  

is applied. Under increased shear Hyaluronic Acid completely unfolds reaching a liquid state.1,2 Fermathron 

products consist of long-chain, highly folded molecules that exhibit the classical variation of viscosity and  

can supplement degraded natural Hyaluronic Acid.16 

Biological Properties 
Research has shown that Hyaluronic Acid solutions not only have mechanical properties but also influence  

the biological activities in the joint such as:

• Promotion of endogenous Hyaluronic Acid production6 

• Interaction with pain receptors7-12 

• Inhibition of pro-inflammatory mediator synthesis by joint cells7-12

In rest the 
Hyaluronic Acid 
acts as a lubricant 

When there is impact 
on the joint the 
Hyaluronic Acid acts 
as a shock absorber 

How does Fermathron work?
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Random coils non cross-linked 
HA matrix 

Random coils cross-linked  
HA matrix 

Fermathron S
Random coils 
cross-linked 

Fermathron Plus 
Random coils non-cross-linked 

HA MW 2.30 – 3.98 x 106 Da

Fermathron 
Random coils non cross-linked 

HA MW 1.19 - 2.03 x 106 Da

Intra articular residence time

Visco elasticity = Impact resistence

Viscosity = Lubrication

3 injections5 injections 1 injection

15 mg/ml HA10 mg/ml HA 23 mg/ml HA

Fermathron family

Da (Daltons)



Choice of three variations
The Fermathron family consists of three variations. The key difference of the products is the concentration  

of hyaluronic acid and its specific viscoelastic properties. In Fermathron S the long spiral molecules of  

Hyaluronic Acid are interconnected so that a three dimensional network is created. By cross-linking the strands  

as opposed to only having free Hyaluronic Acid strands, Fermathron S viscosupplement achieves a pain and 

stiffness relief in knee and hip joints with only one injection as opposed up to 3 or 5 required with Fermathron  

or Fermathron Plus products.

Fermathron is indicated for the relief of pain and stiffness of the knee, hip, shoulder and ankle joints.  

Fermathron Plus is indicated for the relief of pain and stiffness in the knee, hip and ankle. Fermathron S  

is indicated for the relief of pain and stiffness of the knee or hip joint.

Fermathron family

Molecular weight of  
sodium Hyaluronate

Amount of HA 
per injection

Volume per 
injection

Concentration of 
Sodium Hyaluronate  
in weight/volume Dosage**

Fermathron 1.19-2.03 million Dalton 20 mg 2.0 ml 1.0 % 5 injections*

Fermathron Plus 2.30-3.98 million Dalton 30 mg 2.0 ml 1.5 % 3 injections*

Fermathron S Cross-linked 69 mg 3.0 ml 2.3 % 1 injection

 *Up to three or five weekly injections is recommended for the knee joint. The dosage regimen should be adapted by the Healthcare 
Professional for injection into the synovial space of the hip, ankle and shoulder joints. 

 **It is recommended that injections in the hip, ankle and shoulder joints are performed using ultrasound or fluoroscopic guidance.

Product Description Art. No.

Fermathron Sodium Hyaluronate 20 mg / 2.0 ml 236380-INT

Fermathron Plus Sodium Hyaluronate 30 mg / 2.0 ml 236381-INT

Fermathron S Sodium Hyaluronate 69 mg / 3.0 ml 236382-INT

Packed in a pre-filled glass syringe within a blister and an outer carton.  
Fermathron and Fermathron plus are sterilised using aseptic  
processing techniques. Fermathron S is sterilised using  
steam. The final product in the carton is terminally  
sterilized using ethylene oxide ensuring that the outer  
surface of the syringe is sterile.
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